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1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to introduce and study a very general class 
of multivariate linear smoothing operators, which may not be positive, 
using both summation and integration. The integral portion is mainly used 
to smooth the data functions, which are only possibly measurable, while 
the summation portion is used to give good approximation from a simple 
class of functions such as algebraic and trigonometric polynomials as well 
as multivariate splines. The idea of studying such linear operators may 
be traced back to Kantorovich’s modification of Bernstein polynomial 
operators. Various investigations of other positive linear operators involv- 
ing both summation and integration in the one-variable setting, and par- 
ticularly those that study the inverse problems and saturation properties, 
can be found in numerous papers (cf., for instance, [l, 2,4, 5, 6, 10-141). 
To be more specific, we mention the most familiar (univariate) positive 
linear operator B, introduced by Bernstein, namely 
&(f)(x) = i f(X) b”k(X), fE cco, 11% 
k=O 
where bnk(x) = (;) xk( 1 - x)” ~ k. For functions f which are not necessarily 
continuous, Kantorovich introduced the positive linear smoothing operator 
&(f)@)= f: (I'(n+l)x,(r-~)f(r)dr)b.k(x), 
k=O o 
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where xn is the characteristic function of the interval (0, l/(n + I)]. It is 
intuitively clear that the sequence {(n + 1) x,} should be replaceable by an 
arbitrary sequence of not necessarily positive approximate identity, as long 
as it is uniformly bounded in L,[O, 11. In this paper, this statement is 
rigorously verified, and more generally, a necessary and some sufficient 
conditions on this smoothing kernel will be given to guarantee the 
approximation property of the linear smoothing operators using both 
summation and integration, and this will be done in arbitrary dimension. 
We will use the standard multivariate notation: t = (tl, . . . . t,) = 
(4 11, . . . . t(s)) and dt=dt, . ..dt., etc., where tj= r(i) denotes the ith 
component of t. Moreover, the following notations will be used throughout 
this paper: 
D: a bounded region, not necessarily open or closed, in R”. 
6: the closure of D. 
PC(D): the set of all piecewise continuous functions on D. 
L,(D), 1 Q p -C co: the usual Banach space with norm )I .IIP. 
F: a closed subset of D. 
(1. (( F: the supremum norm over F. 
& z+, Z,: the set of all integers, the positive ones, and the non- 
negative ones, respectively. 
A,,: a subset of Z” with cardinality n. 
{x,+}: a family of sets in D, ked,, neZ+. 
Ank: real-valued functions in L,(D). 
w . real-valued functions in L,(D) with unit mean. nk . 
Now consider the kernel 
Sn(X~ z, = c &k(x) %k(t), x, tED, 
kcd, 
of the linear operator A, defined by 
4(f)(x) = j- WG f) f(t) dt 
D 
= c ‘ttkb) JD %k( t) f(t) dt, 
ked, 
where f: D --) Iw belongs to a certain given class of functions. 
We will investigate general conditions on the kernels S, of A, so that 
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as n -+ cc for all fin L,(D), 16 p < co, or C(F) where F is any closed sub- 
set of D as well as discuss the degree of approximation off by A,(f) in the 
norms 1) ./lP and 1) .)lF, respectively. 
Our main results will be discussed in Sections 3 and 4 where some 
general convergence theorems and quantitative estimates are obtained. 
However, in our study of quantitative approximation we have to assume 
{,4,} to be positive linear operators, i.e., both {A,,} and (wnk} are non- 
negative kernels. This paper concludes with a number of explicit kernels 
that can be used to generate various smoothing approximation operators. 
2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
For convenience, we will always call {A,,} and {wnk} the summation 
and smoothing kernels of An, respectively. In general, the integrable unit- 
mean functions o,~ may not be positive. However, we assume that they are 
uniformly bounded in L,(D), namely 
I lo,k(t)l dt 6 M-c co, kEA, and nEZ+, D 
where M> 1 is some positive constant. This is a basic assumption on the 
smoothing kernel. Of course, this condition is always satisfied if o,,>O 
with M= 1, since o,~ is always assumed to have unit mean. 
If we allow o,~ to be replaced by a generalized function, say 
o,,Jc) = s(t - x,~), where 6 is the delta distribution at 0, then the operator 
A, must be replaced by a linear operator L, on C(D), namely 
L(f)(x) =c fklk) &f,(x), fEW'). 
This may be called the summation operator associated with A, and {xnk), 
the family of sample points associated with both L, and A, simultaneously. 
Thus, it may be said that operators A,, are completely determined by 
(D; {&/c>, {Wzd, (&k}). 
Moreover, throughout this paper we will always assume that each I,, is 
nonnegative on D, so that L, is a positive linear operator. Certainly, 
in general the sequence of operators {A,,} cannot enjoy any kind of 
convergence properties unless (L,,} does. Let us now introduce a pair of 
Korovkin conditions for {L,} with s + 2 test functions, 
cpdx) = 1 
cp,(x) = x(i), i = 1, . . . . s (1) 
cp,,l(X) = (x(l))*+ ... + (x(s))2Y 
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as follows: 
(W,): {A,,} c PC(D) and {x,,} CD satisfy 
T:F kFA rink(x) (Pi(xdc)-(Pi(x) +O 
n 
for any closed set F in D, i = 0, . . . . s + 1. 
(W,): {A,,,} CL,(D) and (~“~1 c D satisfy 
II 
,z rink(‘) (Pi(xnk)-(Pi(‘) +O 
n II P 
for i = 0, . . . . s+l, where l<p<cc. 
Clearly, these are basic conditions for the convergence of (L,,(f)} to fin 
C(F) and L,(D), respectively. Accordingly, we will denote the class of all 
kernels {A,,,} that satisfy Condition Ki, for a given family of points (x,~} 
in D, by [Ki], i= 1, 2. 
In the next section we will determine very general conditions on (o+} 
so that {A,} will possess the almost uniform convergence property for 
C(D), that is, uniform convergence on all closed subsets of D, as well as 
LP( D) convergence. 
3. CONVERGENCE THEOREMS 
In what follows we will always assume, without loss of generality, that D 
is a bounded region contained in llP+ = (0, OO)~, so that every point x E D 
has positive components x(i), i = 1, . . . . S. By 1x1, we mean the Euclidean 
length of x. Of course, the basic condition I(o,J, GM is always assumed 
for the unit-mean smoothing kernel (w,~}. 
THEOREM 1. Let Ank~ [W,]. If the 
satisfies the condition 
family of kernels {o,,~} c L,(D) 
(t-+l’dt=O, (WI) 
then the sequence of operators {A,} satisfies the almost uniform convergence 
property on C(D) in the sense that for any f E C(D), {/1,(f) } converges to f 
uniformly on every closed subset of D. Furthermore, if, in addition, o&k >, 0 
and { &,k} satisfy 
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for all k E A,, and all sufficiently large n E Z + , where F is some closed set in 
D and c some constant, then the condition (E-U 1) is also necessary. 
Proof (i ) Sufficiency. Let f E C(D) and F be any closed subset of D. 
Then for any x E F, regardless of w,~ being nonnegative or not, we have 
IMf) -f)(x)l G w-)(x) -f(x) Az(l)(x)l 
+ If(x) A,(l)@)-f(x)1 =: J, + Jz, 
say. Since A,( l)(x) = EkEA. A,,(x) ‘pO(xllk) + cp,Jx) = 1 uniformly on F, J2 
is uniformly small on F for large values of n. To estimate J1, we apply the 
Chebyshev-type and Cauchy inequalities, namely 
J, = 1 L(x) Jb w,k(t)Cf(t) -f(x)1 dt 
kcd. 
+yM 1 &,&)Ix-xX,k12, 
ked. 
where E > 0 is arbitrary and 6 = 8(e) > 0. Hence, by using both Conditions 
(W,) and (W,), we also have J, -+O uniformly on F as n+ co. 
(ii) Necessity. Let e&k 2 0 for all ke A, and all n. Then {,4,} is a 
sequence of positive linear operators. 
We first verify the condition 
I~/in(l’-Xnk~2)~b+0~ (3) 
where F is any closed set in D. Indeed, for each fixed i, 1 G i < s, define 
&z(f)(X) = ,z &ktx) il, Wnk(r)f(t) & 
n 
where x,,(x) =: &k(x) ~j(x&)/~i(x) which, by using the ClaSSiCal Korovkin 
theorem, can easily be shown to be in [ It6 i]. Hence, for each i, 1~ i < s, 
ks rink(x) (Pdxnk) I Onktt) vi(t) d 
n 
= q,(X) ,z x&(x) JDa&(t) vi(t) dt 
= cPitx) Antdi)(x) + Vftx) 
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uniformly on F, and this, in turn, implies that 
k2 ‘dx) jD o”k(t)~t--x,k~2 dt 
” 
= 1 &k(x) j- %ktt) (Ps+ I(Z) dt + 1 &ktx) (Ps+ ~(Xnk) 
ktd. D ked, 
-+(Ps+l(x)+(Ps+l(x)-2 i 44x)=0 
i=l 
uniformly on F. This proves (3). 
Suppose now (2) is satisfied, but Condition (W r) is not. Then there exists 
a subsequence nj -+ co such that 
for some constant h and all nj. For each nj, choose kj = k(nj) E A, such that 
I D m,,k,( t) 1 f - x+1 2 df = InaX s kc+ D %,ktt) It - %+I2 dt. 
Hence, by (2), we have 
t~/in,(~‘-Xnk12)~~F 
=sUP c &qc(X) jD%,k(f)/t--n,k12dt 
XEFkcA, 
2 Il&xjk,liFj 
D 
%fi,t~) It--x,+,l’dt 
>ch>O, 
contradicting (3). This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We will denote, as before, the class of all kernels {wnk} that satisfy 
Condition (E-0,) by [E-U,]. 
It is clear that a stronger but somewhat more applicable condition than 
(W ,) can be stated as follows: 
For any 6 > 0, 
max sup { Iwnk(x)l : Ix-xx,kl > d} --) 0. 
ksA,reD 
Consequently, the following results are obtained. 
G-6) 
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COROLLARY 1. Let {conk} c L,(D) satisfy Condition (Hi). Then for any 
f~C(D)undanyclosedsubset FcD, jIA,,(f)-fllF+O. 
COROLLARY 2. Let (conk) c L,(D) satisfy (I-U 1) or (Hi). Then for any 
f E L,(D), A,(f)(x) + f(x) at any point x where f is continuous. 
Next, we will consider the special but very important case where the 
smoothing kernels { w,~} are generated by a single function. Let w E L,(D) 
with 
s w(t) dt = 1 D 
such that supp(o) contains the origin in its interior. Here, as usual, 
supp(w) denotes the closure of the support o. Extend the domain of the 
definition of o to all R” by setting it to be 0 outside D. Now, let 
{A,,} c [W,] with respect o the set {x,,}, kg A,,. We may pick any family 
{x,*k}, k E A,,, satisfying 
max Ix,*k - XJ + 0, 
ksd. 
(4) 
and define 
%ktx) = nl ‘--ns~(nl(x-x~kh~ . . . . ns(x-x~k)s)y 
where for each y E R”, yi = y(i), denotes the ith component of y. 
(5) 
Remark 1. By using (4), it is easy to verify that {c&k} defined by (5) is 
in [W,]. Hence, the linear summation-integral operator with kernel 
{&&(x)w,k(t)} satisfies the almost uniform convergence property on C(D) 
in the sense that /A,,(f) - f II F --+ 0 for all f E C(D) and any closed set 
FcD. 
Remark 2. It is worth noting that Condition (U-l i) may be viewed as a 
Korovkin condition for integral operators. In addition, in most examples, 
both (&k> and (qk} t a k e on their maximum values at x,,~. 
For L, convergence, we have the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let 1 Qp< co and let (A,,}, {o&k} be in PC(D) satisfying 
(W,), (W,), respectively. Suppose that, in addition, the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
suP f 1 b,k(x)I = Ot 1 ). 
XSD ksd, 
Thenfor eueryfEL,(D), II&(f)-fll,+o. 
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Proof: Recall that the kernel for A,, considered as an integral operator, 
is 
S”(-% t) =c &k(X) %zk(t). 
ked, 
By Condition (I-6,), we have 
f &(X, t) dc = c n,,(x) + 1 D ked, 
almost uniformly on D. Fix any x E D and any 6 > 0. Then 
Sn(x, t) dt < 
I f 
I&(x, t)l It--xl* dt 
Jr-xl>6 
6 ,FA &ktX) jD b,ktt)l It--xl2 dt 
n 
(6) 
G2 c n,k(x)[ l”nk(t)l if--X,kI*df 
keAn D 
+2hf c &k(x) Ix--,,k1*+0. 
ksd, 
Hence, for each x E D and 6 > 0, 
lim I SJx, t) dt = 0. (7) n-m It-xl>6 
Using (6) and (7), we can now appeal to the multivariate Orlicz’s 
theorem. To do so, it sullices to show the existence of an absolute constant 
C such that 
s I%z(x, f)l dt < C s l%z(x, t)l dx < C D D 
on D for all n. The first one is obvious since llc&kll i < M and jlnk 2 0. The 
second bound is a consequence of the additional assumptions (A) and (B). 
Indeed, we have 
f D 
I&(X, f)l dxiikFA b,,(t)l 5,&(x)dx. 
n 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
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Remark 3. In Theorem 2, we have assumed that {o,,~) c PC(D) and 
Conditions (A) and (B) are satisfied. Although all the commonly used ker- 
nels have these properties, the assumptions are still somewhat unsatisfac- 
tory. In the next section, we will drop these assumptions when we specialize 
on positive operators ff,. 
4. QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATES 
In order to apply the standard techniques to give quantitative estimates, 
we must specialize on positive linear operators; that is, we will assume that 
all CQ are nonnegative on D. The following notation will be used 
Pn = SUP 
XCZD ked. 
v, = sup 
(I ked, D 
a, = max{k, v,), 
and the modulus of continuity for functions f E C(D) is defined to be 
The following result can be considered as a modified Shisha-Mond’s 
theorem for A,. Since its proof involves no difficulty, we do not include it 
here (cf. [8, 73). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose that d = D and o&k 2 0. Then for each f E C(D) 
and any q > 0, 
Ik(f)-fllD~IlfItD ik(l)-liiD 
+ { t1n.(1)11D+2(1 + llh~(~)llDh~)} o/(?a,)* 
In particular, if L,( 1) = 1 on D, then 
2 2 
Ibk(f)-f/ID< I+ 1 i 01 ~fQv%l). 
To study the convergence in L,, we will make use of a fundamental 
result due to Berens and DeVore [3]. As usual, denote by W;(a), 
1~ p < co, the Sobolev spaces with semi-norms 
Ilf llr,p = ,r,y IlD”f IlP 
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when (kl,=:k,+ ... + k,. We remark that, in addition, I+‘&(D) is defined 
in the sense of Stein [9], and in this situation, Berens and DeVore [3] 
showed that 
where C is dependent only on the dimension s and 
rl : p,n = &y+ 1 IlAz(cpJ- cpillp. . . 
Hence, we need an estimate on the sequence {q,,“}. Of course, the 
Condition (W,) must be satisfied in the first place. That is, we should have 
some idea on the rate of convergence of the following quantities to zero: 
d&n=: c kzk(.)9klk)-9i(.) 1 II ksd, II P 
i = 0, . . . . s+ 1. We set 
tin= max ai,, 
I<iCs 
and will give estimates in terms of 2&, 6,, and 6,+ ,,n. Next, the kernel 
{o&}, will be assumed to be nonnegative. It is clear that the following 
“Korovkin condition” is equivalent to the condition (Hi): 
o,,(t)(t-xx,,1 dt+O. 
The quantity S,** clearly dominates 
S,* =: max max s an/c IVAt) - (Pi(xnk)l dt (10) lCi<s ked. D 
and our estimate of ‘I,,~ will also be in terms of this smaller quantity S,*. In 
the process of our estimation, the bounded sequence {p,} defined by 
p,=: 1 &+, I/ II keA. P 
will appear, and we will set 
c= supp,. 
” 
We have the following result. 
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THEOREM 4. Let (A,,> c [W,] n L,(D) and {w,~} c [E-R,] n L,(D), 
o,>O, where 16pccc and (l/p)+(l/q)=l. Then I/A,(f)-fll,-tOfor 
all f E L,(D). In particular, ff E W’,(s), then 
IlMf)-fll,G CllfllZ,mBn~ (11) 
where 
Bn=max{60,n, &+&F, ~,+1,,+c’4T) 
with c’ = SC diam( D). 
(12) 
Proof: Since W”,(b) is dense in L,(D), it is suhicient to prove (11). In 
view of (8), we simply have to verify ‘I,,” < /?,, where v,,~ is defined in (9). 
Now, 
lI~*(cpo) - %llp = 
/I 
1 AI,(.) - 1 =&A, 
ked. II P 
and for i= 1, . . . . s, 
Finally, for i = s + 1, we have 
IlLh%+,)--(P*+Alp 
G !~kpk(*)I %ktt) I Ill’- Ixnk121 dt II 
+ds+,,n 
P 
6 a,*~, . (s)(diam D) + S,, I,n 
<c’ &f + a,+ ,.n 
as required. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
Remark 4. If D is a closed set, then (W,) is a weaker condition than 
(I6 I ). It iS not dear, however, if (w 2) iS a necessary condition on {c&k} for 
L,(D) convergence of (A,(j)} to f where f~ L,(D) when a suitable sub- 
class of kernels {&,k} c [K,] n L,(D) is considered. 
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Remark 5. More generally, it is possible to associate {A,,} and {o,~} 
with two different families of points in D, {x,,} and {x$}, say, as long as 
the sequence 
tends to zero, and if quantitative estimates are desired, it must tend to zero 
at a suitable rate. 
5. EXAMPLES 
There are multivariate versions of the well known positive kernels of one 
variable. These kernels can be used for {n,,}. Of course, one way to 
construct o,,~ is to set w,~ = c,,~&,~ where 
Quite often, we have c,~ = c, independent of k and in this situation we may 
substitute c,,~ by an asymptotic value u, of c, unless a quantitative estimate 
is required. In the following, we present four examples for {A,,}, the first 
three on algebraic polynomials and the last on trigonometric polynomials. 
Of course, a different set of test functions is required for the latter case 
and the Korovkin conditions ( Wi) and @Ii), i = 1,2, have to be changed 
accordingly. 
EXAMPLE 1 (Bernstein Polynomials on a Simplex). Let D = {x = 
andA,= {k= (k,, . . . . k,)EZf,: Es=, kifN}, 
and 
Here, the usual multivariate notation 
N 0 N! k =kl!...k,! (N-k,- . . . -k,)!’ Xk = x:~ . . . x$ 
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is used. Note that the normalization constants c,~ defined by (13) and their 
asymptotic values a, are 
for all k. 
W+s)! w C”k=-N 
N! 
EXAMPLE 2 (Landau Polynomials on a Sphere).Let D = {x: IxI< f} and 
A,,= {kE Z;: Ikl <N/2) with cardinality n. We define x,,~= k/n := 
(k,/N, . . . . k,/N) and 
It may be shown that c,~ is independent of k, c,,~ - N”, and 
71 d-7 
“w2”r((s/2)+ 1) 
N”. 
EXAMPLE 3 (Landau Polynomials on a Cube). Let D = C-f, $ls and 
A,= {k=(kl, . . . . k,) E Z;: lkil < N/2, i= 1, . . . . s} with n - 2”(N/2)” = N”. Set 
X nk = k/N := (k,/N, . . . . k,/N) and 
Here, the normalizing constant is also independent of k and c,,~ - N”. 
EXAMPLE 4 (Multivariate Rappoport Polynomials on a Cube). Let 
D=[O,2n] and d,=(k~Z~: ki<2N, i=l,..., s} with n=(2N+l)“. Set 
xnk= (2n/(2N+ 1))k := ((27t/(2N+ 1)) k,, . . . . (27c/(2N+ 1)) k,} and 
where x = (x1, . . . . x,) and the normalizing constant is again independent of 
k and has asymptotic value c,~ - (N/n)“. 
That Conditions (W,) and (W,) are satisfied by the {,I!$!} associated with 
the equally spaced {x,~ > {k E A,} in Examples 1, 2, and 3 can be easily 
verified. Moreover, Conditions (A) and (B) in Theorem 2 as well as 
Condition (W;) can also be justified for the ,I!$ and the corresponding 
kernels {o!$} = {CITY:‘} with a, - c,,~. 
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In Example 4, it must be mentioned that the test functions in Conditions 
(W,) and (W,) should be replaced by the functions 1, cosx,, . . . . cosx,, 
sin x1, . . . . sin x,. Since 
with o$) = (N/z)’ 1 $1, Condition ( W; ) can be verified. 
Using the above examples, we can formulate several summation integral 
operators with kernels 
SJX, t) = c gji(x) cQ(ik)(f) 
ked, 
for appropriate i and j. Of course, if the main purpose of {onk} is to 
smooth the data function f, very simple but sufficiently smooth functions 
should be chosen. In particular, in view of Remark 1, any multivariate 
spline o with compact support and unit mean can be used for this purpose. 
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